Ubiquitous Computing (UC) has emerged rapidly as an exciting new computing paradigm and includes pervasive, grid, and peer-to-peer computing including sensor networks to provide computing and communication services at anytime and anywhere. There might be many issues to realize and provide UC services and much effort and enormous attention have been focused on the UC environments. The UC research area poses challenges such as context information fusion, security, reliability, autonomous and intelligent networking, trust application and framework, and so on.
We received 30 manuscripts. After the pre-review process, 24 manuscripts were selected for the first review. Eleven manuscripts were finally selected for this Special Issue after the first, second review processes. Each manuscript selected was blindly reviewed by at least three reviewers consisting of guest editors and external reviewers.
The first paper in this special issue is on An Ontology-driven Model for Digital Forensics Investigations of Computer Incidents under the UC Environments, by Hai-Cheng Chu, Der-Jiunn Deng, and Han-Chieh Chao. This paper presents an ontology-driven model for DF investigators based on the basic elements of UC.
The second paper in this special issue is on Anonymous Communication in Ubiquitous Computing Environments, by Min-Ho Park, Ju-Hyung Son, and Seung-Woo Seo. This work proposes a new and unique scheme which can guarantee anonymous communication in wireless access networks
The third paper in this special issue is on Uncertainty management in context-aware applications: Increasing usability and user trust, by Pedro Damián-Reyes, Jesús Favela, Juan Contreras-Castillo. They present an uncertainty classication aimed at facilitating its identication and treatment and propose simple, intuitive and computationally inexpensive procedure for creating an uncertainty management heuristic mechanism.
The fourth paper in this special issue is on An Adaptive Learning Scheme for Medium Access with Channel Reservation in Wireless Networks, by Sudip Misra, P. Venkata Krishna, and Kiran Isaac Abraham. They present a new medium access protocol named Learning Automata (LA) based Wireless Channel Reservation (LAWCR) by introducing reservation procedures using an adaptive learning approach.
The fifth paper in this special issue is on Analysis of a Buyer-Seller Watermarking Protocol for Trustworthy Purchasing of Digital Contents, by Raphael C.-W. Phan, Bok-Min Goi, Geong-Sen Poh, and Jongsung Kim. This work shows that for a recent variant of the buyerseller watermarking protocols, it is possible for the buyer to remove his fingerprint from his copy of the bought content.
The sixth paper in this special issue is on A GHS-based Intelligent Management Platform with IP-camera security system, by KuoYuan Hwa, Ming-Chuan Wu, Sang-Soo Yeo, and Wenlung Li. They present a GHS e-system with an automatic function on emergency detection and warning on toxic and dangerous chemicals.
The seventh paper in this special issue is on Design of QoS in Intellignet Communication Environments Based on Neural Network, by N. Xiong, L. T. Yang, Y. Yang, J. H. Park, and Guiyi Wei. They describe a dynamic resource management mechanism for computer intelligent communication networks on the basis of an adapting BP neural network control technique. Also they explore the relevant theoretic foundations as well as the detailed implementation procedure for congestion control.
The eighth paper in this special issue is on A Study on Greenhouse Automatic Control System based on Wireless Sensor Network, by DaeHeon Park, Beom-Jin Kang, Kyung-Ryung Cho, Chang-Sun Shin, Sung-Eon Cho, Jang-Woo Park, and Won-Mo Yang. This paper proposes a system that can collect the information related to greenhouse environment and crop status and control the greenhouse automatically based on the collected information.
The ninth paper in this special issue is on A Security Model based on Relational Model for Semantic Sensor Networks, by Dongwon Jeong, Hyejin Jeong, Soo-Hyung Park, Young-Sik Jeong, Sangkyung Kim, and Changhwa Kim. This paper proposes a security model for secure query processing of semantic sensor ontology, named SS-RBAC.
The tenth paper in this special issue is on A Mobile Agent-Based Tool Supporting Web Services Testing, by Jia Zhang. She reports a design and a development of a Web services-oriented testing platform, by seamlessly applying the mobile agent technology to enhance an existing testing tool.
The last paper in this special issue is on Verifiable Threshold Scheme in Multi-secret Sharing Distributions upon Extensions of ECC, by Shiuh-Jeng Wang, Yuh-Ren Tsai, and Chien-Chih Shen. This paper proposes a dynamic threshold multi-secret sharing scheme which is of multi-use type and could reduce the burden on the system. Finally, our special thanks go to Prof. Ramjee Prasad and all editorial staffs for their valuable supports throughout the preparation and publication of this Special Issue. We would like to thank all authors for their contributions to this special issue. We also extend our thanks to the following external reviewers for their excellent help in reviewing the manuscripts.
